
Hillel Goldber;

Important Books

With this issue) TRAITION introduces a new feature by Associate Editor,
Rabbi Hillel Goldben¡. Through brief reviews) this column will keep our
readers abreast of many fine books of Jewish interest that are currently
available. Mention in this column does not necessarily preclude a full
review at a later date.

In Praise of Public Life, by JOSEPH i. LIEBERM,
WITH MICHAL D'ORSO
(Simon and Schuster, 2000)

The nomination of the Connecticut Senator Joseph 1. Lieberman, an
observant Jew, for Vice President of the United States masked much of
the man's motivation. The fact that he was Jewish preoccupied American
Jewry; the fact that he was a Democrat preoccupied the rest of the
American public. This book, though deeply reflecting Lieberman's Jewish
development and Democratic beliefs, reveals a deeper motivation: public
service. Jewish readers may mine the book for the detais of Lieberman's
personal and Jewish life, and surely wi; while Republican readers may
.mine the book for detais of Lieberman's public policies-and the incon-

sistencies to which he subjected them over the course of his vice-presiden-
tial run. Neither focus, however, reveals the heart of the book.

Lieberman's agenda is to encourage young people to enter public
service. Unflchingly, he describes the personal assaults on the public fig-
ures in contemporary America, but he argues effectively that they can be
overcome, and ilustrates personally how he and other politicians have
overcome them. He also devotes space to the strictly personal benefits
that a holder of public office can bring to an individual in trouble with a
government bureaucracy. A politician can relieve financial distress or
reunite families, for example. Lieberman's message to young people is
ths: The advantages of public service far outweigh the drawbacks. The
depth of personal satisfaction and the sheer dimension of the changes that
an individual can make in public service outdistance any other profession.
Only cynics wi refuse to see ths, Lieberman argues, even as he admits

that cynicism finds a sound basis in the recent history of the republic.
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Lieberman's point is that actual knowledge of what any officeholder can
accomplish, and what many do, defeats the cynicism about politics.

He deals candidly with such assaults as fundraising and invasion of
privacy. He is remarkably open about another point: ego and ambition.
He makes no apoLogies. Ambition is the grease that oils a politician's
success, he maintains. He is no shrinkng violet in articulating his own
ambition to rise high in public life at each stage of his career. Anyone
who read this book was not surprised that Lieberman ran for the US
Senate even as he campaigned for the vice-presidency. They wi be less
surprised if Lieberman makes further attempts at offices lofter than the
high one he holds now.

Peering through the Lattices: Mystical, Magical, and Pietistic
Dimensions in the Tosafist Period, by EpHRM KAAROGEL
(Wayne State University Press, 2000)

Dense is the word for ths book. Kanarfoge1 is an extraordinarily careful
and subtle scholar who is in no hurry to make his points. There seem to
be more notes in this book than actual text. The scholarship here is
overwhelming. Painstakingly, Kanarfogel builds his case that authors of
Tosafot, known of course for their penetrating halakhic analyses, also
harbored other spiritual interests. Kanarfogel does not overstate his
case. It is not difficult to see why leading scholars praise ths book. One
notes in Kanarfa ge1 's introduction a lamenting reference to the passing
of Professor Isadore Twersky of Harvard. Kanarfogel follows in
Twersky's steps, aspiring to identify higher unities, such as links
between legal creativity and spiritual (say, kabbalistic or philosophical)
interests wi thin giants of halakhic history.

Specifically, Kanarfogel argues that one may identify in selected
authors of Tosafot "pietistic tendencies in prayer and ritual." For exam-
ple, he argues that some, based on logic from dreams, fasted on Rosh
Hashana; that some displayed a general tendency toward humra; that
some engaged in securing expiation through prescribed physical
penances; or, remarkably, that some felt that one who "had made the
decision to undertake martyrdom . . . felt none of the pain of death,
regardless of the means of execution." The burden of Kaarfogel's the-
sis is then to argue that pietistic or ascetic practices served as a kind of
preparation for mystical or magical techniques, and that significant
Tosafists engaged in them.
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Throughout, Kanarfogel deals with a wide range of methodological
issues, such as whether pietism resulted from what Prof. Twersky was
wont to call "horizontal" causes-e.g., persecutions or Christian influ-

ences-or "vertical" causes-e.g., internal religious stimuli; and such as
the relative reliabilty of various manuscripts, a great number of which
Kaarfogel has examined or evaluated. My brief reference to substance
and method in ths book should not be taken even as an adequate sum-

mary, but as bits of the book's excellence that may whet the reader's

appetite.
I do note, in frustration, that there is no bibliography of secondary

sources and no adequate index to guide the reader to the voluminous
sources cited in the notes. Finaly, a limitation that no author or publish-
er can overcome: it seems that for al the evidence of various spiritual
techniques, there is precious little personal spiritual record-diaries,
reports, oral traditions-that describe their impact on the individual

practitioner. Very little of this level of spiritual insight-abundant, for
example, in the 19th and 20th Musar movement-is cited.

Judaism Faces the Twentieth Century: A Biography of
Mordechai Kaplan, by MEL SCULT

(Wayne State University Press, 1994)

Mel Scult has complete control of his material, never a small matter and
certainly not here, given that Scult informs us that Mordechai Kaplan
left 27 volumes of personal journals. Add to ths some 10,000 letters
and the voluminous correlative material available for a biography of a
person who lived to 104, and the enormity of Scull's challenge
becomes dear. He meets it in exemplary fashion. One sometimes refers
to a rabbi's rabbi. Scult is a biographer's biographer. Never does he
portray Kaplan's life or thought in isolation, or even just in relation to
each other. Scult adroitly summons the panorama of people, institu-
tions, and ideas with which Kaplan interacted. This is a history not just
of a person, but of an age.

Scult tells us in his opening sentence that he is riveted by Kaplan,
but his sympathy for the subject does not interfere with a consistently
keen and dispassionate analysis. Scult does not push his own perspective
on his readers. Kaplan, of course, is American Orthodox Jewry's major
anti-hero of the 20th century. Kaplan dispensed with the authority of

halakha, not to mention with a "supernatural God," i.e. with God
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Himself. Scults digging has revealed that the occasion of Kaplan's

doubts seems to have begun with regular visits to the very Orthodox
home of his parents of a young skeptic. The young visitor's knowledge
and promotion of higher Biblical criticism affected Kaplan and, inciden-
tally, serves as a corrective to the idea that Orthodox students, lacking
intelligent guides from within their own culture, can cope with any idea
with impunity. Kaplan's father was a Lithuanian talmid hakham of high
ethical standards, but insufficiently prepared to cope with the new
world in which he raised his son.

Somewhere in this book it should have been noted that this is not a
biography of Kaplan's life, but essentially of his life unti 1937, when he
published Judaism as a Civilization.

Moses on Management: 50 Leadership Lessons from the
Greatest Manager of All Time, by DAVID BARON WITH
LYNETTE PADWAS

(Pocket Books, 1999)

Books on the "Bible" are all the rage, and of very uneven quality. One
shudders, for example, at Jonathan Kirsch's ICing David: The Real Life
of the Man Who Ruled Israel. When I saw Moses on Management, I won-
dered: another exploitation? 'Tis not so; quite the contrary. Baron
shows once again that if the Torah is the will of God, there should be
no field that it does not address, one way or the other. Without being
irreverent, Baron makes a convincing case for Moshe Rabbenu as the
finest manager in human history. Divided into 50 chapters, the book
pays serious attention to biblicaL passages and extracts from them les-
sons for modern managers. Before recommending it to non-observant
friends, readers should know that the author is a non-Orthodox rabbi,
that not every exegesis is loyal to the mesora, that some of the book
must be discounted. Much of the book remains ingenious without
being triviaL. A critical reader who manages a company or a staff can
gain both new lessons in management and a new perspective on Moses.
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The Half-Jewish Book: A Celebration, by DANIEL KLEIN AND
FREKE VUIJST.

(Villard Books, 2000)

At least we could laugh when Groucho Marx pleaded with the admis-
sion committee of an exclusive country club that turned him down
because he was Jewish: "My son is half-Jewish. Couldn't he go into the
pool up to his knees?" The Half-Jewish Book isn't funny. It is vulgar.
Even its jocular subtitle, A Celebration, understates its tone. The book
not only celebrates "half-Jewish children," "half-Jewish beauty," "half-
Jewish intellect," "half-Jewish wanna-bes," etc.; it not only pokes fun at
Jews and all things JewisWy sacred; it presumes a conspiracy of socio-
logical reference. As if to say: Most of you out there are half-Jewish.
Isn't it a pity that those who arrogate to themselves the notion of full
Jewish-ness don't get it? This is an "important book" not intrinsically,
but for its representation of an ultimate conclusion of assimilation.

"The number of American half-Jews under the age of eleven now
exceeds the number of American full Jews under eleven. . . . (Isn't) it a
time to celebrate ths unique, unusualy talented, intellectually multifac-
eted, and remarkably attractive subculture?" ask the authors. Concerned

Jews, beware.
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